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Editorial

As this issue hits the web the 2022 FF season will be underway with the first BMFA Area
comps. I hope to be spectating at Barkston and will report back as usual.
I must thank all and sundry for an unprecedented response to my call for Clarion Fodder. As
will be apparent I have a full issue this month and enough left over for most of next month.
Thanks guys, please keep it up and I can cut down on old magazine reprints. Mind you I think
articles from the past are part of our clubs remit.

Let’s go through some of this month’s offerings:
First up we hear from John (Nova Scotia) Richards who has built two electric powered versions
of Ron Draper’s 1956 World Championship wining model ‘Crescendo’. John has stuck to the
original colour scheme. I can recall Ron Draper coming to our trimming field, Bramcote NAS,
one evening in the late 50’s with a model whose fuselage was painted completely with that
yellow/green float paint and in the fading light of dusk you could not make out the model outline,
just this fluorescent glowing blob.

Pylonius has a swipe at trees of all things, then Christmas gifts and also paints a literary picture
of a mythical club chuck glider comp.

Our Chairman Tony answered my appeal and the first of his two articles is a piece about his
return to indoor flying when he attended a Totton indoor meet. I always wanted to get to
Totton back in the days when I was trying out all indoor venues that I could get at. Tonbridge
Gassers and Rubber fliers is another that comes to mind.

We have an obituary for Bob Close from his son Anthony, Bob will certainly be missed by many.
I unfortunately also have to record the untimely death of a local flier Eric Hawthorn, one of
my close associates from the Thorns indoor meetings and a well-known Control Line modeller.

In the Blast from the Past we have mention of the first photography from model aircraft as
larger models and smaller cameras became available

Our Chairman’s second offering this issue is the recount of his first foray this year into
outdoor free flight with a visit to the plains of Salisbury.

Peter Watt, following on from remarks by Roger in his December notes concerning Czepa’s
‘Toothpick’, has had a look at one or two gliders, lookers good or bad?. Beauty is in the eye of
the beholder.

A neat piece of mechanical resurrection of an ED Bee, replacing a broken mounting lug, is
explained in detail by Stewart Mason. You would not guess looking at the finished photograph.

Whilst magazine browsing I came across an article by two icons of the era, Ron Warring & Bob
Copland. The 1954 article was an in depth look at the contest rubber of the day and I thought
that it might be of interest to any of you rubber fliers who habitually test your rubber.

There are the regulars in Nick Peppiatt, who gets back into CO2 powered models, Roy Tiller
still examining our oldest archived magazines, Aeromodeller from 1936 this issue and of course
our Secretary Roger, who has been on the receiving end of the recent gales which damaged his
property. Roger reports on finding homes for ex Robin Kimber’s Wakefields, a visit to Martin
Ambrose in Wells and an impending trip up north to the depth of the midlands where he will
deliver a Wake to the old Ted Evan’s Model Shop in Northampton and finally a Ray Monks model
to me for onward transmission to Gavin Manion for the B’ham club.

We wrap up as usual with the 3 plans for the month.
Editor
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Electric Crescendo’s - John Richards (Nova-Scotia)

Hi John,

Hope you are coping okay and you are both keeping well. Not much building or flying was done
last year but hopefully I can do better this year.
Although I did manage to get the two Crescendo builds completed to the stage where they are
ready for flight trimming.
Just waiting for the Shearwater flying field to open up again when the covid restrictions get
lifted or get up to the other flying field thirty minutes away when the weather improves.
Otherwise with the weather being cold, snowy & windy have been working on the inside of my
workshop which thankfully is now in better shape than it was with baseboard heaters fitted in
the office & kitchen with a ceiling heater in the work area to keep it all warm .
Also have managed to get my other f/f electric models ready for hopefully flying this year.
Should I also say that I have got ready a r/c slope & thermal glider as well.
Now my plan, if it works, is to start working through all the other models stored in the
workshop attic which need repairs etc. as I do not see the point in starting new builds with all
the models I have, even though I keep looking through my f/f kits & plans.
Anyway John have attached pictures of Crescendos which you might like to use for the NC &
by the way if anyone asks the covering is red solartex & the box I made out of packing foam
using black Gorilla tape to hold it all together.
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John Richards (Nova-Scotia)
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Christmas Special Model Aircraft December 1960

Branch of Sport
A model's worst enemy is undoubtedly the bloke who slings it up in the air, but running him a close second is the bit of
arborial fungus, known poetically as a tree. If some engineering genius were to devise the most diabolical model trap of
which modern science is capable, it could never approach in perfection Nature's own intricate and ingenious device.
Now, since we are told that our balsawood comes from some swamp-bound outgrowth of matronly proportions (sensibly
tucked away in the jungle), it is perhaps natural that our models should fly to the embrace of anything that looks like Mother.
In fact, this homing instinct is so highly developed that if you happen to see any stick of wood with a fuzz on top lurking
anywhere upon the horizon you might as well pack up and go home.
Evolution, too, plays its part in befitting the tree as the perfect model trap. The proof of this is simple. When I was a boy,
in a largely model-less world, there was no such thing as an unclimbable tree, but, since the skies became full of our
creations, you can never find a climbable one. If, on our part, evolution had back-pedaled a few million years, we might
have coped. As it is, when one of our models tucks itself snugly into the inevitable forked branch, we can only gaze
hopelessly up the footage of smooth bark. We might sling a despairing twig or two up into the foliage, or drive ourselves
frantic with a loop of glider towline, but the outcome is usually to give the cunning old tree best.
But it's a different kettle of fish if, instead of waving a few bobsworth of tissue and balsa goodbye, you are going home to
dad without that thirty quidsworth of engine and radio equipment. You might then be driven to desperate means.
Just how desperate you might get is illustrated in a recent newspaper story of a radio bod who roosted his expensive piece
of machinery in the upper entanglements of an XXX. size in model catchers. His way out of the dilemma was to go the
whole hog by doing a sort of Humpty Dumpty in reverse. Up came the militia and civil defence to the rescue, but like all
the king's horses etc., they retired in frustrated confusion.
Undaunted by this our tenacious friend appealed to the local fire brigade, but they too were suffering from a faulty escape-
ment, and gave him the " Blow you Jack " treatment. However, he found the steeple type of jack to be more co-operative,
and all ended well, albeit expensively.
He might have had a cheaper comedown had he been little more subtle in his approach to the fire brigade. As it was, I
should imagine the phone conversation went like this:
What did you say was up the tree, sir ? " “A model plane."

“Then it's not a cat ? " “No. I never mentioned anything about a cat."
“Pity. We only go out to fires and cats. Now, you're absolutely sure it isn't a cat ? "
“No. I've already told you it's a model plane. ..Hallo. ..Hallo . . ."
Now, if your hobby is getting cats up trees instead of model planes then you're the fireman's best friend. Nothing gets the
old bell clanging along the highway quicker than the pussy in distress. In the space of a cat's whisker up goes the escape
ladder and down comes the stranded tom. There's nothing the firemen like better.
From this the lesson is clear. Every modeller should carry a black cat in his model kit. If it doesn't bring you the luck to
keep your model out of trouble, then it can always be used to summon the fire brigade to the rescue. A larding of fish paste
in the dope solution will ensure Pussy's rapid ascent, up the offending foliage, to the stricken model. Then, when the fire
brigade arrives on the scene you casually ask if they would mind bringing down the model while they are about it.
Present Trends
And so to quite another ‘model up tree’ topic—one with a seasonal flavour. I mean, of course, those little plastic kits, which
all you kiddies are agog to wrest from the tinselled branches of the family Christmas tree.
If the news of your modelling affliction has leaked out, as no doubt it has, you can be sure that some indulgent auntie will
go all bright and modem with a plastic present for clever little you (‘Such a child still’). Now, what you do with the thing will
depend on Auntie's age, health and bank balance. If she's suitably remote, or on the church mouse list, then you can give
the kit to some kid you particularly dislike. If, on the other hand, she's the bossy type with an H-Bomb size in nest eggs,
then you'll have to put aside that new radio job and get cracking with the poly whatnot cement. Be sure you make a lousy
job of it, though, so that next year you'll be back to woollen socks and pink ties.
Of course, there are always those drain and violets modellers who are gifted with the right sort of gift making relatives.
They're the ones who get the tool kits, radio receivers and those itsy bitsy engines in perspex bubbles. Now, I can't think
of any more enchanting gift to the young in heart than one of these bubbly bits of ironmongery; the modern variant of the
ship in a bottle. However it's done, it's a jolly good trick, and, I for one, wouldn't have the heart to break open the bubble,
even if I knew what to do with the engine.
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This is also the time when the model dealer off loads some of his huge stock of dust filmed shelf creakers; and many a
joyful eight-year-old carts home his five foot span super scale model. No boy worth his salt will look at anything under five
foot, and although he feels his pride insulted by the archaic diesel motive power offered, he's content to bide his time. Next
year it'll be a supersonic Jet or nothing.
When I was a kit-minded youth you could never get anything over an 18 in. span model, and, for some reason or other,
you always finished up with the same old Puss Moth. In these Giant-sized times the same, or other reasons, seem to limit
the scope to another popular light plane. I can't mention its name, as there are so many appalling effigies of it knocking
about it wouldn't be fair.
We can at least be thankful that most of the kit builders never get farther than opening the lid. When they do the result
often calls for dark glasses and a stomach settler. Sometimes, though, the finished product is so outrageous that it has all
the endearing charm of a revolting, but friendly mongrel. Lop eared wings, off skew tail, wobbly underpinnings, and even
a wet nose.
But, if I go on like this, all I'll get for Christmas is a thick ear.
Not Cricket
One beneficial aspect of international competition is the way in which the high standard of organisation sets such a splendid
example to the movement generally. We cite as a case in point a recent Chuck Glider contest held by the Little Flickem
M.A.C. This event was run on strictly international lines. A fact that will be readily appreciated from reading this report
which appeared in the Little Flickem Echo.
R.Twist appealed to S.Bloggs, the Competition Secretary, against the launching method of E.S.Drapple, asserting that the
model was thrown and not chucked; an obvious breach of the rules in a Chuck Glider event. Mr. Bloggs upheld the
objection, and declared a no flight. This decision caused a certain amount of dissension, but Mr. Bloggs maintained that,
as an umpire of the village cricket club, he considered himself something of an authority on the matter.
A number of competitors then drew attention to the catapult sling being used by P.Twang.  However, the Competition
Secretary declared this to be quite legal. The competitor in question had sprained his chucking finger whilst testing Mr.
Blogg's engine, and Mr. Bloggs had framed a special rule for Mr. Twang's benefit, but, unfortunately, he had forgotten to
mention it.
At the halfway stage J. Bloggs was in sixth position; the other five competitors leading him by a comfortable margin. But
he quickly moved into fifth position after getting S. Squint disqualified on the grounds that his timekeeper had been using
visual aids. The timekeeper in question protested that he could not see a thing without his spectacles, but this did nothing
to alter the decision.
J. Bloggs again improved his position when he successfully disposed of several other competitors by invoking the rule
which states that the timekeeper must not move from the point of launch. The timekeepers claimed that their movement
was caused by the aggressive tactics of the Bloggs' bull terrier, which, they asserted, had been deliberately unleashed.
At the beginning of the last round J. Bloggs had moved up into second position; with B.Tricep holding a commanding lead.
Joe apologised for stepping on his wing, and paid a special tribute to Mr. Tricep's gallant attempt when receiving the club
Sportsman of the Year Trophy.
Pilot Plan
Some people say that good team race pilots are born, not made. But, however they come into existence, the homespun
species does not seem to find much favour in certain foreign quarters. For one thing, the overall length appears to be a
trifle extravagant by continental standards, and for another, their overgrown arms are too sportingly extended for them
ever to get the whip hand over their foreign rivals. Seemingly to add that extra m.p.h. to the circulating the pilot should be
short with fully retractable flipper. A pilot to this specification can get his full muscle power behind the handle and literally
whip round.
I think I prefer our pilots long and sporting, after all.
Past-time Trends
Christmas was always celebrated throughout the model world as marking the halfway stage in the winter building season.
It was a time of rest and recuperation, when the toiling modeller shook the balsa dust from his hair and called a truce with
the hobby-harassed family.   But all that sort of thing seems as out of date as roast duck and charades. For one thing, the
family is too intent on the telly screen to worry whether some off beat member of the household is gluing up a plastic model
by the light of the aquarium table lamp. And, for another, model engine collecting can be carried on equally well in any
season.
Possibly the hobby for all seasons is radio. You spend the winter building the model, the spring to get the radio working,
the summer to prang it on the tarmac, and the autumn to think about a new hobby. But it hasn't much to do with Christmas.
Once you got your head stuck into the fuselage, sorting out the maze of wires and whatnots, you wouldn't notice the
coming and going of the festive season, or anything else, except that, if you did get the thing working, you'd think your
birthday had come.

Model Aircraft December 1960

Pylonius
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Return to Indoor Flying - Tony Shepherd

I’m pleased to report that the Christmas break and the first few days of 2022 brought a
return to the world of indoor flying for me and I have to say that it’s been wonderful to get
back to it after a break that started with the first lockdown.
Meeting No1 was at Totton just before New Year’s Eve. It was run very efficiently (obviously!)
by our Roger Newman and is described elsewhere in this edition of the New Clarion whist
details of further meetings at the same location are included in the final pages.
My second indoor meeting of the fortnight was held at the Wickham Community Centre in south
east Hampshire and run by the Waltham Chase Aeromodellers (see advert at the back of this
edition for details of further meetings). They’ve been running this for several years and if my
memory serves me right it followed on from similar meetings held in Stubbington. I’ve actually
been to many of them over the years and its always a friendly event for fun flying rather than
competition.
In recent months numbers have been restricted due to covid requirements but it is to be hoped
that things can be relaxed before too long.
The meeting on January 6th saw about a dozen flyers in the hall including both new and longtime
attendees taking advantage of the facilities. It was also good to see a little bit of very informal
competition between members of the organising club too. Definitely worth a visit.

My own and John Foster's Ikara Bulldogs - they get everywhere and they all fly well

Rare outing of my EZB. From the estate Waffle 2
of former Lee Bees member, Norman Hudson
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Alan Coppen winding his White Broncho

Dave Etherton with his Gyminnie Cricket. Alan Wallington and Kevin McGee, Waltham Chase
Flew really well About to launch their Legal Eagles

Just a few of Colin Hutchinson's large collection of indoor models

Tony Shepherd
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Obituary: Bob Close - Anthony Close

I am writing to all of you to notify you of the
passing of my father Bob Close last
November at the age of 89. Many of you and
your members will have met and known my
dad over the years either in the UK or at the
US SAM Champs in Muncie or Henderson
when he, his grandson Alex, my brother
Julian, and myself attended events over the
years.
Dad was a Dr. of Analytical Chemistry and a
Fellow of The Royal Society of Chemistry
and worked his whole career for the Clayton
Analine chemical company in Manchester
where now stands the great Manchester City
football ground and training facility. Bob also
served in the British Army Royal Signals in
Germany after the war. He retired early
from Clayton to take care of his sick wife,
and our mother, Doreen before her passing
in October 1985. Bob later met and married
his second wife Margaret, and enjoyed a

wonderful thirty years of world travel and adventures together before Margaret sadly also
passed in 2018.

Bob was a long-time member of the BMFA, SAM 35 and 1066, and Model Engine Collectors
Society but also a member of several various model flying clubs in the Manchester,
Macclesfield, and Norwich areas over the years. Bob attended events as often as he could at
venues such as Old Warden, Middle Wallop, Tatton Park, Barkston Heath (Bowden Trophy), the
European Championships, Wasserkuppe Germany with his friend Herr Holger Menrad, USA
SAM Champs in Muncie Indiana and Henderson Nevada and many others, and participated in
flying, or in latter years, just went to watch and chat with colleagues.
Dad had many fond memories of flying in the USA and Germany especially with his very good
friend from San Diego, the late Charlie Yost and was fortunate to win one or two events – and
loose a few models at these wonderful flying venues in the process.
Known as being rather outspoken, and not always PC, Bob was an encyclopaedia of knowledge
from all aspects of life, especially classical and choral music (he was a member of several
choirs), world history, British history, chemistry, literature, classical and comical verse and
poetry, latin, science, physics, industry, geography, transport, and of course model aviation,
the history and development of human flight and aircraft, and especially model engines and full
sized engines and mechanics such as the examples to be found in the museums at Old Warden
and Duxford, two of his favorite haunts.

Bob was also fondly known for what was once described in Aeromodeller magazine as his
“Scruffy” models....I have to say that in many cases – scruffy would have been a generous
compliment on his radical, careless building and repair techniques (you should have seen his
workshop!), although many of his models did fly surprisingly and rather well, especially his
version of the L. S. Wigdor “Wasp” powered by a rare Milford Mite 1cc diesel, of which he
owned and ran two of the last existing four!
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He was lucky enough to be featured or pictured in many model publications over the years and
SAM Speaks news items also being a frequent contributor to SAM Speaks and for a while, a
SAM 35 Committee member.

Bob was also well known for his considerable generosity amid the modelling crowd. Not just
with helpful (even if not always asked for) advice, but also letters, free sharing of plans and
building articles, building materials, engines or engine parts, historical aviation documents, and
much more. He never asked for anything in return.

I think that by far, Bob’s favourite venue was Old Warden. Being close to home, Old Warden
offered so much that fascinated and delighted my dad, especially the earliest examples of the
Shuttleworth Museum’s collection of flying machines and the Box Kite in particular. Not the
easiest place to fly and possibly retrieve/lose a model aeroplane, dad loved the OW activities,
the museum and of course the cafeteria where he always found time to grab a lunch of sausages
or fish and chips accompanied by a Spitfire beer. Dad also attended many of the yearly museum
flying events at Old Warden, being a long time financial supporter of the museum, The
Shuttleworth Veteran Aeroplane Society, and events and also donated books and information
to the OW Shuttleworth library and exhibits. At model flying weekends he would almost
certainly spend a considerable span of time rummaging around the stalls looking for anything
of interest and bantering with the vendors. He certainly spent a lot of his pension at those
tables!

Model events at OW were a mix of sporadic flying efforts with one or more of his
unconventional models (as long as one of his kids or grandchildren would act willingly – or not,
as a “Fetchermite!), or visiting his buddies and often helping with engine problem solving –
especially challenges with diesel engines, his area of expertise.

Bob was almost always accompanied to flying events by his lovely wife Margaret and his brother,
my uncle, John Close and his wife, Joy Close. John and Joy always camped on site in their motor
home which my dad nicknamed “The Gin Palace”. John, widly known for his love of unconventional
tailless and plank models, was also a very keen and accomplished model builder and flyer and
the two of them grew up in Staffordshire building and flying models from an early age.
Unfortunately, John Close also passed away a few months before my dad.

Since dad’s passing I have shipped all of his model plans, engines, materials, engine parts, books,
kits, magazines etc over to myself here in Canada.
Over the last few months I have been able to catalogue dad’s modelling plans, extensive
magazine collection and collection of books on model building and aviation. As a model builder
and flyer myself, I already have a considerable catalogued collection of my own plans, kits and
engines. Between us we have 600 plans alone.

I have yet to catalogue his engines, engine parts and spares, but this will be my next project.
Some items would certainly be destined for a model museum in the UK should this come to pass
with the BMFA at some point in the future, but other items, engine duplicates, parts,
magazines, and printed copies of plans from both of our plan collections, (in the future I will
also list John Close’s model plans once shipped over) and a collection of over 250 scale plastic
model aeroplane kits, decals and spares, will be up for sale should anyone be interested.

May I please request that this letter is shared with your members.

Thank you and Kind Regards,
Anthony Close.
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Engine Analysis: OS15 & Barbini 2.5 - A M Annual 1957-58

Aeromodeller Annual 1957-58
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Blast from the Past - Model Aircraft March 1947
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Model Aircraft March 1947
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Back on the Plain - Tony Shepherd

First trimming session of 2022

In the old days I used to pride myself in always having a trimming session in the first week of
the year. That was often just down the road at the Portsmouth Club site or more recently at
Beaulieu. Alas the former is no longer available as it’s the location of a new reservoir for
drinking water for the Portsmouth area and the water company don’t want anyone on it prior
to building starting. Meanwhile Beaulieu is all but finished as a free flight site due to the
restrictions being imposed by Forestry England combined with the lack of any gorse burning on
the field for several years.

So now it’s Salisbury Plain that's the best “local” field for me. A 116 mile round trip means that
things have to be planned in advance, as just chucking a model in the car with some fuel for an
hour’s trimming doesn’t make sense but the recent spell of light winds has made it a worthwhile
journey for a proper session. The penultimate Sunday of January looked good but scare stories
of very dodgy access tracks for anyone other than those with 4 wheel drive vehicles or
Challenger tanks put me off and I didn’t go. However a surprise call from Peter Carter the
following Tuesday whilst I was pruning the raspberries revealed that things weren’t actually
that bad and he’d managed to get up to the trimming field with no major problems. So when
light winds were forecast for the flowing Sunday it looked like a trimming session was worth
planning, especially as the first BMFA area meeting would be only four weeks away at that
point.

Salisbury Plain on a good day. So much sky to fly in.  Few places better

The flight line on Salisbury Plain that Sunday
The forecast remained positive so the Saturday afternoon and evening were spent starting
engines that hadn’t run for months, mixing fresh fuel to give me something with a decent ether
content for the small diesels and mending Lipo charger balancing boards that were playing
up. Then there’s all the battery checking and charging for the trackers and RDT
components! Anyway all was done and ready for packing in the car first thing on the Sunday
morning along with five toy aeroplanes - an open electric, two diesel engined mini-vintage jobs
and the Keil Kraft Outlaw and Pirate.

Due to everything that’s been going on in life for the last goodness knows how long I haven’t
driven very far for a long time and the 58 mile outward journey seemed to take forever. Radio
4’s news programme helped as Sunday’s edition always seems to be conducted in a less
argumentative and confrontational manner than those on weekdays, but then there was the sad
news that Barry Cryer had died a couple of days earlier, news that I’d missed. Obviously he
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was now elderly but I was shocked. I’d first seen him in the late nineties at a London recording
of “I’m sorry I haven’t a clue” and subsequently at several other recordings and road show
performances of the game. They had everyone in the various venues in hysterics - even funnier
than what got put out on air. I’ve been listening to the programme almost since it started in
1972. Radio 4 came up with a great appreciation of him - RIP Barry Cryer.

Right, back to the day out. The track to the trimming field was easy to drive on even in my 2
wheel drive Berlingo. Certainly it was a little slippery in a few places but never a problem. Four
of us were up there, Chris Redrup, Jim Paton, Ian Kaynes and myself.

First job was to get the big, electrified Clarkson 432 SLOP checked out ready for Area
Meeting No1. A 2 sec motor run and 8 sec DT suggested that all was still as dependable as
ever so the run was upped to 11.3 sec and DT to 30 sec. It went up on rails and glided as
ever. “Put it away” said Chris but the advice wasn’t necessary as I’d made that decision halfway
through the glide.

Next was the turn of the Le Timide, mini-vintage power model.

This is my third version of Jossien’s design. 1 & 2 both had twin ball raced PAW80s in them.
They flew well with these powerful engines on board - indeed one of them flew to the Isle of
Wight, over 10 years ago, which was written about in a much earlier edition of the NC. The
only downside of this particular configuration was that the engine vibration used to effect the
performance in the climb once the very thin, profile fuselage got too oil-soaked. I only have
No 3 now which has a smaller, PAW 55 on board. It flew off the board and has had minimal
adjustments despite its age. It’s much lighter than 1 & 2 were - even lighter still when I was
using a fuse DT but I’ve subsequently given that up in favour of a simpler to use clockwork
timer. On this trimming session the only adjustment necessary was to add a 3/8” bit of 1/64”
plywood strip to the right side of the fin to clear the slight stall off the top. Four flights in
all and it was back in the box.

For long while two Top Bananas were my go-
to models for mini-vintage.
But a few years ago neither of those that I
still had would perform consistently and I
retired them in favour of Le Tim 3. Then
all of a sudden, last year, I had a burst of
enthusiasm for tinkering with TBs again and
it seemed sensible to see what I could
cobble together and two models came forth
from the hanger, utilising bits from the
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collection of remaining parts. The new No 1 has the wing and tail from my first TB with the
fuselage from my first E36 Model, an electrified TB. As an E36 it proved that the new electric
class could be fun to fly but as the power went up in an attempt to enable the model to be
vaguely competitive, the flimsiness of the design at high speed showed its weakness and it was
retired. Mods to the fuselage were simple and quick as the build had very much followed the
original plan so I soon had, once again, a ready-to-fly TB for mini vintage. The new No 2 involved
much the same technique. It has the original fuselage but I can’t confirm the source of the
wing or tailplane. Later in the year the new TBs were both flown and proved to be ok but No 1
had the better climb so No 2 was put back in the hanger for another day. All was good but a
comp flight later in the year suggested that the glide on No 1 was not as good as it could be so
further work was required.
The original No 2 would fly well even on the breeziest of days but one day at Beaulieu it started
going haywire and I was amazed that it survived. There were no obvious signs of the cause and
it was put down to softening of the fuselage at the tailplane platform - one of the three weak
points of the design, the others being the thin pylon and the lower wing spar. Well the
aforementioned enthusiasm burst saw a forensic level investigation of the faulty wing which
revealed a crack in the aforementioned lower wing spar, two bays out from the centreline. It’s
now repaired and mylared and just awaiting another enthusiasm burst to apply the tissue but
with two complete TBs available it’s low priority.

And now back to events on Salisbury Plain!

Having got the electric SLOP and Le Tim checked out it was time to fly TB No1. First flight
was a short one but all seemed safe so a full power run was flown. With Le Tim earlier in the
day the nice, right hand corkscrew climb tended to straighten up a bit during the last few
seconds before the engine cut resulting in a slight stall off the top which was cured (I believe!)
with the addition of the 1/64” strip. And so it was with the TB’s climb, though here I removed
some of the turn strip on the left hand side of the fin to give the same effect. Next flight
suggested a bit too much had come off so I put it all back on and tried the alternative technique
of adding packing at the back end of the tailplane. This is supposed to tighten up the climb as
well as decrease the speed of the glide - I don’t know why it has the first of these effects and
I’m in good company here as Thommo didn’t either but he just knew that it worked. And it
seemed to for me too. A further test flight or two would’ve been beneficial but by now the
breeze had started to get up as had been forecast and the landings were getting close to the
trees and the water tower so it seemed best to quit whilst I felt like I was ahead.

And what of the other flyers on Plain? Well Chris Redrup
had problems with his BMFA Electric model but only as
he’d left some of it at home! He went on to fly an F1Q
that had problems with the inner wing dropping. Having
separate wing halves meant that the incidence on the right
wing could be easily increased to provide wash-in which
certainly improved the situation but the performance was
still a little inconsistent.

Jim Paton flew various models including a nice P30 that
went very well. He also had his Clan 46 powered Keil Kraft
Senator which is an interesting variation on a theme!! And
while this was going on Ian Kaynes test flew his two, large
F1Q models which are very much of the powered glider
variety as seems to be the favoured approach to the class
- until they go and change the rules yet again!
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Jim Paton and his Clan powered Senator. Interesting flight pattern!!

Top Banana's last landing of the day. Too close for comfort

And that was the end of my first trimming session of 2022. It was lovely to be back up on the
Plain and enjoying some reasonably benign flying conditions. Long may it stay that way.

Tony Shepherd
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The Starfli - Ray Malmstrom

From the book Ray Malmstrom 60 years of IVCMAC, - Courtesy Chris Strachan
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Ray Malmstrom
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The Good, the Bad and the Downright Ugly - Peter Watt

In the December issue of the Clarion Roger Newman`s Plans for the Month featured Czepa`s
Toothpick 1951 World Champ. winning glider with the comment “ Is this one of the most
inelegant gliders of all time?”. I have a penchant for the unusual and considered building one
but rapidly abandoned the idea when I took a detailed look at the plan.  0.6mm ply wing spars ,
trailing edge and triangular fuselage 76” long.  In addition the towhook is in front of the leading
edge. I don`t think so.

Looking through Frank Zaic`s 55-56 Yearbook I came across some weird designs along with
ones I think show real elegance. What do you think?

First up and definitely in the ugly and weird I another Austrian A2 from the same school as
Czepa`s model . This one by Gerald Skalla. Swept forward wings made from laminated 0.8mm.
balsa and ply plus a pine nose, balsa block centre section and rolled balsa tube tail boom. All
this topped off with a peculiar dorsal fin over the centre section. I imagine the wing would be
built on a cambered board but how stable would it be once off it?

Next and still in the ugly and weird is this offering by L Pinter from Yugoslavia. For a start
just look at the wing and tail plane sections and construction. Another candidate for a cambered
board but again how stable once removed? There doesn`t seem to be a lot of meat in the rib
at the rearmost spar plus a 1.5x 20mm. spruce trailing edge. Moving on to the fuselage which
is T shaped made from balsa and spruce of constant section capped off with the strangest
pylon. I don`t think there will be a rush by anyone to build either of these for Classic Glider!

Strangely placed on the next page to the Skalla model is the Zipzalp 4 from Swiss modeller
Bruno Balchi. Surely a study in beauty . Unfortunately no construction details given.
In the same vein another pod and boom beauty from Rudolf Lindner- his 1955 World Champ
winning model differing from the Zipzalp in the high mounted tail and tail plane dihedral.
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Finally a design that appeals to my eyes. Bill Hartill`s Cherokee. 92” span and an aspect ratio
of 20:1. Just look at the lines with another T mounted tail and exquisite wing root fillets. All
this in the mid-50s.

I hope this article will give some of you other members the opportunity to present some of
your favourites or designs you would definitely give the thumbs down.

Any ideas?

Peter Watt
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ED Bee Rescue - Stewart Mason

Hi John.
After hearing your ‘call to arms’ in the latest edition
of the New Clarion, I thought I’d write up a little
account of my rescuing an old ED Bee I was given.

The Bee had laid
abandoned for years
in a drawer in the
garage of a deceased
modeller, and came to
me in a dirty and
rather forlorn
condition. One
mounting lug was
completely broken
off on one side, and
the remains of the
bolt that retains the
(missing) tank was

broken off flush with the back plate, and for some reason the ‘ED’ logo seems to have been
machined off...however it turned over with decent compression, and after a strip down to its
component parts there seemed no reason why it shouldn’t run, so I thought I would give it a bit
of TLC and get it to the stage where it can be fitted and run in a model.
I filed off the broken mounting lug square, and carefully marked out and drilled two holes into
which I epoxied some small lengths of piano wire. I then took a small piece of aluminium scrap,
and filed one edge flat, drilling two matching holes for the wire to slide into. Once I was happy
with the fit, I epoxied it into position, finishing off by hand filing it to shape to more or less
match the intact bearer on the other side.
Precision engineering it is not, but the resulting mount is strong, and allows the engine to be
fitted into a model.

The broken tank securing bolt in the back-plate was carefully drilled through the centre, and
removed with an ‘easy-out’
The only tool I had to buy was a cheap little puller to remove the drive flange on the crankshaft.
I purchased a pattern tank off a well-known auction site, and also an aluminium spinner to finish
the job off.
It starts well and runs very nicely indeed. I just need to build something to put it in now.

Stewart Mason

Finished Motor
(can you see the join) Before
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Indoor Isn’t for Everyone 50 - Nick Peppiatt

Gerard Moore’s Arrowair and other models

Gerard Moore’s Telco style CO2 motor in his version of Ray Malmström Arrowair

At a recent Trinity indoor meeting, Gerard Moore, that master magician of the CO2 motor, was
flying his version of Ray Malmström’s Arrowair powered by yet another home built one. This
has a throttle adjustment based on the Telco system with the adjustable eccentric crankshaft
bearing. This motor has a capacity of 18mm3, and the model was flying quite beautifully. The
Arrowair is Ray’s only model purposely designed for CO2 and was published in the June 1980
edition of ‘Model Maker’, not a magazine I would normally associate with flying models. Ray’s
original model was fitted with a Telco, but because of his motor’s smaller size, Gerard
constructed his to the reduced size as published in the book ‘Ray Malmström 60 years of
IVCMAC’. The plan and article were also re-published in the January 2016 edition of NC.

Gerard Moore’s miniature of Gerard’s Comet nickel Kinner Sportster
Leon Shulman’s Super Sky Rocket aka Security Sport (10” wingspan)

Another model that Gerard had with him was a 5mm3 Gasparin powered version of Leon Shulman
Super Sky Rocket of 9.375in span.

A video of this flying in the Trinity sports hall can be found at
https://vimeo.com/658159207 courtesy of the Lurker.

The Flying Aces Club has recently started promoting the building of the Comet nickel series of
kits, of which twelve were produced at five US cents each in the early 1940s. Copies of the
plans can be found at Plans – Page 1 – the Flying Aces Club , but a number have now or are being
re-drawn to a better standard.
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Gerard has been very quick of the blocks with his Security, although the ever prolific Pete
Smart apparently produced one of the series in a couple of days! Me, I’m still thinking about it!
According to Stew Meyers in the latest FAC News, of which he is editor, ‘the Security Sport
is really the Kinner Sportster. The Sportster was produced after Kinner’s bankruptcy by
Security-National Corp as the Security S-1 Airster’.
Gerard’s model was flying nicely in right hand circuits.
Z Model compressed air motor
A couple of months ago I described Keith Sedgwick’s Fostor Wikner Wicko with its completely
enclosed Z Model compressed air motor. Another item that Gerard showed me at the Trinity
meeting was an uninstalled motor, with the associated bicycle type pump.
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Z Model MM3 motor, tank and filler valve (left) with associated air pump (right).The propeller diameter is 165mm

The filler is a hard plastic tube of 4mm diameter, which is a push fit into the slightly tapered
hole in the filler valve. Testing has shown that this friction retention is quite adequate. This
motor appears to run considerably better than the one installed in the Wicko model and the
propeller is in good condition, without stress cracks.

Lobet Ganagobie
Back to the shed, I have started building a Peanut scale model of the Ganagobie from the Peck-
Polymer kit. I managed to acquire a new kit from Wind-it-up Enterprises, the current owners
of the Peck-Polymer brand. The reasonably light ‘print’ wood was cleanly laser cut with very
little in the way of char marks.
The full-size Ganagobie is a single-seat homebuilt designed by the brothers William and James
Lobet in France. Their first version was first flown in about 1953. Bob Peck’s Peanut design is
based on N1949, the version built by Ron Ballou in Oregon. The first photo is the one from
GanagobieStory (homestead.com) but is the same as printed on the instruction sheet in the kit,
along with a 3-view. The other two photos of N1949 I found by internet searching. I think the
one in colour must be from the back cover of the March 1970 issue of the EAA Sport Aviation
magazine. I would be delighted to hear from any of our readership who can confirm this and
perhaps supply a better copy, or any other photos of N1949. Please contact me via OEE.
However, the photos shown are quite adequate for Peanut scale documentation purposes. The
yellow/white colour scheme with the black pinstripe separation is unusual. The Peck kit was
supplied with sheets of yellow and white tissue, but apart from the one black and white
photograph, no indication of how it should be used.

The fourth photo below is of N60G, which was in the EAA Airventure Museum in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin, when I visited almost twenty years ago, and shows an alternative colour scheme,
but the Nelson H-63CP engine on this version is completely exposed. I decided to stick with
N1949 because the partially cowled engine makes for an easier nose for a rubber model.
I shall be reporting on the build progress in future columns.

Ron Ballou’s Continental A40 powered Lobet Ganagobie N1949
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Photo of N1949 from the back page Haydon L Shafor’s
of Sport Aviation March 1970? Nelson H-63CP powered Ganagobie N60G

in the EAA Airventure Museum in Oshkosh.

Nick Peppiatt

Quaker Flash Resurrection - Colin Shepherd

In answer for your appeal for content I thought perhaps a picture
of the result of my latest project might be of interest.

I had this 30 year old ‘Quaker Flash’ I was thinking of scrapping but it had flown so well for so
long she warranted a refurbishment so I got stuck in.

She is now ready to go for another 30 years.

She has been powered with an OS20 FS since day 1
R/C assist with Rudder Elevator and Engine controls

Lightspan covering and the long gangly undercart is to plan.

Colin Shepherd
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Rubber in 1954 - Ron Warring & Bob Copland
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Ron Warring & Bob Copland

Two experts of the era, extracted from April !954 Model Aircraft
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 133 Our earliest magazines continued.

This month we move on to the next
issue of The Aero Modeller, April
1936, which shows a plan of “A Notable
Duration Model” designed and built by
Mr. P. L. Wilson. The model has a fine
competition success record achieved
in the U.S.A. and in the U.K.  Success
has been achieved both when fitted
with wheels and when fitted with
floats. The article gives dimensions of
balsa to be used and advises that the
wing section is RAF 32.
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Next is a plan, presumably aimed at the younger modeller, for a 12” wingspan flying model of a
Percival Gull. Stiff paper fuselage with balsa formers and built up wings, stab and fin. Perhaps
not too difficult a job for a youngster to build the components and assemble them to make a
satisfying static display model, but a flying model? Given the very basic instructions regarding
the two pieces of wing and two pieces of stabiliser to “cement to fuselage” success would have
needed either guidance or knowledge of incidence angles and dihedral with preferably an
assembly fixture to ensure correct building in of incidences and dihedral.

The next two articles are for the well-heeled aeromodeller. Bowden’s regular “Petrol Model
Aeroplane Topics” column covers firstly “Control of Flight Duration” for which he suggests a
clock mechanism to cut the ignition, details to follow and secondly his favourite subject
“Monocoque Fuselage Construction.”  Russell continues his series on “Some Considerations in
the Construction of Large Model Aircraft” including two photographs of examples.
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The May 1936 issue includes C. A. Rippon’s three page article entitled “Adventures and
Experiments with a Wakefield Trophy Challenger” in which he gives his thoughts on the
requirements for a successful competition model and advises that reliability, particularly in
respect to flying ability in all conditions, is a major factor and this  influences his design of
the wing. Mention is made of the name Enterprise II but a plan search has found nothing and
there are no plans or sketches in the article, just two photographs which are quite revealing.

That wing shape looks familiar, surely we have seen it before, well not before but later, the
Enterpriser II Wakefield being a 1936 model and the familiar wing shape is on Rippon’s George,
Flight Cup model, from Aeromodeller August 1941.

George has a rather complicated diamond fuselage and wing mount arrangement, whereas
Enterprise II has a rectangular fuselage with the wing simply banded on top.

The June issue reported on the “Wakefield Trophy Eliminating Trials” held on Heath Row
Aerodrome of the Fairey Aviation Co Ltd. by courtesy of Mr. C. R. Fairey. The trials had a
record entry level of 123 participants, no doubt attracted by the fact that the full British
team would visit U.S.A. to attempt to regain the trophy which had been won the previous year
by Gordon Light of the American Team.
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This photograph shows, from
the left, Mrs. Rippon, Grace
Lundi (probably), Bob Copland
with his 1936 Wakefield
model, and  C. A. Rippon holding
his 1936 model ‘Duracruiser’ a
swept wing Wakefield.
The selected British Team, in
winning order, was announced
as:-
J. B. Allman, D. Fairlie
A. Greenhalgh (junior),
H. A. Jones(junior),
A. A. Judge and R. Copland.

In the photograph above, back row from the left, is R. (Bob) Copland, Denis Fairlie,
Henry A. Jones, Justin B. Allman. Front row, A. A. (Bert) Judge, Allwyn Greenhalgh.

The two pictures on this page are from the website, antiquemodelaircraft.co.uk, well worth a
visit to read Alwyn Greenhalgh’s reports on the 1935 and ‘1936 Wakefield scene.
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Now to this month’s plan, the M70 by Professor T. N. de Bobovsky.

Who was Bobovsky? Well, he had more than a dozen plans published in American magazine in
the 1930’s and a web search found a number of technical mags for sale, at big money, which
listed his articles in the content. The published plans are all for rubber powered models but of
considerable variety encompassing, autogiro, biplane, canard, pusher and scale types. To quote
from his article “ According to low-speed wind-tunnel tests with the usual type of models,
where the speed is below 21 m.p.h. and the wing span is less than 5 ft., it is more important to
avoid or decrease head resistance than to assure a smooth flow over the rest of the model.
This fact is much influenced by the turbulences caused by the air-screw slipstream. Owing to

the small airscrew-span ratio of the models this effect
is large.” This model answers that problem by the use of
twin co-axial airscrews of smaller diameter than would
be required with a single airscrew. Mr. Bobovsky
suggests that the use of packing for trimming and
rubber bands for retaining flying surfaces is
unsatisfactory. “Hence micrometer screws, weighing
.0082 oz. each, are used to hold and set the nose-block,
wing and tail surfaces.”

The stated weight for the model is 2.55oz.(72g) plus 2 motors total rubber 1oz.(28g) No
performance figures are quoted but each motor is said to take 1000-1200 turns. The two
motors could be hand wound from the front for initial trimming flights and from the rear, by
virtue of a removable tail plug, for more extended flights.

All above articles and plans as they appear in the Aeromodeller available by e mail

Wanted. Plans for C. A. Rippon’s  Enterprise II and Duracruiser Wakefield models.

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com
Roy Tiller
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Aeromodeller Departed: Eric Hawthorn - John Andrews

We have lost another of our dwindling numbers, sadly I
must report the death of Eric Hawthorn early in
February as the result of a heart attack.
Eric was a long-time member of the South Birmingham
club and was a well-known flier of Control Line Models.
He was active in C/L organisation running several C/L
events at Old Warden.
I came to know Eric through the indoor events
organised by Colin Shepherd, Eric being a regular
attendee at the Thorns indoor meets. He was a well
above average indoor flier often placing in the Thorns
xmas competitions and winning a couple of events when
we all paid a visit to the Manchester velodrome.

Rachel and I regularly set-up alongside Eric at the indoor meetings and we will miss his
cheery disposition and ready wit. The meetings will be poorer for his passing.

R.I.P.

Secretary’s Notes for March 2022 - Roger Newman

My word – what a change from last month & my comments about calm weather! The damage
wrought by three storms in quick succession will take considerable time & money to rectify. My
neighbour lost all his ridge tiles from the corner of the house nearest to me. They bounced off
his roof & onto my model room roof, smashing to bits, but fortunately doing no damage to my
roof which originally was plastic but had been replaced three years ago by a more substantial
ply & felt job. The replacement was a result of the self-same ridge tiles coming off & going
through the plastic, writing off several models & other bits in the process. I just hope the
roofer my neighbour gets this time does a better job than his predecessor. One of the very
few disadvantages of living in windy Lee on the Solent – if we get a south westerly (as is often
the case) the wind whistles up the Solent, past the Isle of Wight & doesn’t stop till it gets to
Lee!
We are still in the “quiet time” of the year regarding any outdoor flying. The notable downside
is the banning of all free flight at Beaulieu for 2022 & presumably for ever. Severe restrictions
were introduced last year & the roles of environmental zealots at the local Lymington Office
of the Forestry Commission have now seen fit to impose their ways without any desire to have
a dialogue or to negotiate. In the meantime, every other activity in the New Forest carries on
without restriction. One does get the strong impression that aeromodelling & particularly free
flight is in its death throes through officialdom, oppressive environmental rules, legislation (viz
the Drone laws), the loss of flying fields & active modellers becoming of an age that limits
physical recreation. However, enough!
My comments last month regarding the Low Speed Aerodynamics Research Association elicited
an interesting phone call from Peter Carter, who called me to say that he was at Farnborough
in the days of the LSARA & knew the people involved. Peter even has a copy of a variety of
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papers that were published by the LSARA, which would make most interesting reading – maybe
even a photo copy for the Library as he thinks they are quite unique.
Meanwhile my E20 Micro Starduster awaits the gales to go away so some flight testing can be
done! On the modelling front, a Vic Smeed Ballerina is complete only awaiting the canopy &
mandatory Merlin to be fitted. A fuselage for a Keil Kraft Outlaw has been started – to be
powered by electricity in combination with a Dens Models timer. John Taylor has promised to
help sort out a suitable motor as I don’t understand these things. Wings are already done.

Almost complete Ballerina

Quite a few of the Wakefields retrieved from the late Robin Kimber have found new homes.
Notably several to Martin Ambrose in Wells, which gave me the excuse to deliver them & have
a most enjoyable day wandering around the gorgeous Wells Cathedral & Bishops Place. Religion
really doesn’t come into the equation so much as the architecture & construction of these
magnificent buildings, particularly when one contemplates the age in which they were built.

The imposing & magnificent West Face of Wells Cathedral
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Another Wakefield has found a worthy home in its ancestral home at ‘The Model Shop’ in
Northampton - well, it will when I deliver it in April & continue up the M1 to visit our esteemed
Editor to drop off the Monks Wakefield for onwards carriage to Gavin Manion for the
Birmingham Club.

The Model Shop Northampton – established in 1937, this must be its 85th year. At one time, on
the door frame there was the legend "Super Model Aircraft Supplies" – it will interesting to
see if it is still there.
Robins gliders then have to be tackled, but finding homes for them will, I suspect, prove
difficult – again aging modellers & the aforesaid lack of flying fields may prove to be a fatal
combination but the prospect of putting them in the skip appals me – however, it may be the
final solution.
The Nationals this year? Haven’t yet made up my mind whether to attend or not. I’m not
convinced that a four day Nationals event is necessarily a good idea – for me. Factors that need
consideration include cost & accommodation, the prospect of four consecutive days of flyable
weather is statistically improbable (but highly desirable of course), the effect on my aging
body etc. I’m guessing the most likely outcome is a couple of days combined with alternative
activities such as a visit to the Newark Air Museum & to the Nene Valley Railway.
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The other issue is that I’m hoping to have a long postponed two weeks in Italy at the end of
May visiting Gianni Lofredo in Rome for one week to catch up with old friends & modelling
activities in that part of the world & then another week in Tuscany with family, where high on
my wish list are visits to the Ferrari Museums at Maranello & Modena. There is plenty of time
to think about things, plan a program of activities & to trust that Covid-19 will no longer present
any problems.
Area meetings commence at the end Feb. Don’t forget the scheduled Easter Monday meeting
on Salisbury Plain (subject to the usual MoD permission), hosted by the Croydon club &
SAM1066. It will feature the annual Croydon comps for combined vintage & modern Wakefield
& Marcus Lightweights plus combined vintage/classic glider & an E36 comp hosted by SAM1066.
Just arrived – the February journal from SAM62 in Italy with a fine action pic of an Italian
vintage glider advertising a Tuscany aeromodelling event in April this year– the Valdarnesse
Model Aircraft Group organises the Valdarno OldTimer Trophy.

The same edition listed a quantity of engines
for sale, prices seem to be roughly on a par
with those in the UK, maybe a little lower. For
example a Frog 500 is quoted at 50 euro, a
fixed head compression Drone at 80 euro.
The anomaly is a Cox TD010 at 100 euro – to
think I lost mine at Beaulieu years ago in a 27”
span McCannard. Many thanks to Paulo Rossi
of SAM62 Bergamo Model Aircraft Group.

That’s it for this month.

Roger Newman

McCannard 27
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Plans for the Month - Roger Newman

Power: McCannard 27 from March ’63 Aeromodeller– scale it up twice size for a PAW 0.8cc

Rubber: Try a Marcus Lightweight for the Croydon Easter meet
Supa Dupa, published June 1949 Model Aircraft
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Glider: Omega. A V-dihedral A2 from Jan 1956 Aeromodeller

Winner of the Queen Elizabeth Cup 1955

Roger Newman
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Provisional Events Calendar 2022
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional and Covid restrictions may apply, Check websites before attending

February 27th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 13th Sunday Le Petit Classique de Brum, N Luffenham
March 27th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 15th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston
April 18th Easter Monday Croydon Wakefield Day & SAM1066,

Salisbury Plain

May 1st Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competition

May 7th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 8th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain

June 2nd Thursday FF Nationals, Barkston
June 3rd. Friday FF Nationals, Barkston
June 4th Saturday FF Nationals, Barkston
June 5th Sunday FF Nationals, Barkston
June19th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 10th Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 24th Sunday SAM1066 Club (BMFA) Centenary event. RAF Colerne
July 30th Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
July 31st Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 21st Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 3rd Saturday Peterborough Flying Aces, Ferry Meadows
September 3rd Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 4th Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 11th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions
September 16th Friday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 17th Saturday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 18th Sunday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 18th Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain

October 2nd Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
October 16th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 29th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue T.B.C.

November 6th Sunday Buckminster Gala
or November 13th

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Flitehook, John Hook – www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
BMFA Southern Area - www.southern.bmfa.uk
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
Aerofred Plans - www.aerofred.com
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least

one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested

in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews


